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Broken Beautiful Hearts
In 1960s New York, fifth-grader Ruthie, a CubanJewish immigrant, must rely on books, art, her family,
and friends in her multicultural neighborhood when an
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accident puts her in a body cast.

Against Happiness
After moving to New York City to become a Broadway
actress, Stefanie O'Connell faced one of two
inevitabilities when faced with unemployment--spiral
into debt or learn how to effectively manage her
money. Punctuated with humor, insight, and essential
money management lessons, The Broke and Beautiful
Life offers practical strategies to make smarter
financial decisions today as a means to fulfill the
goals and dreams of tomorrow. Specializing in
personal finance (with an emphasis on personal),
Stefanie engages those who shy away from the word
"investing," scoff at the word "budget," and equate
interest rates with "snooze fest." She encourages
readers to redefine their relationship with money and
approach budgeting as an exciting and sexy tool to
transform from broke to beautiful while enjoying
every step along the way.

Written for You, Or, The Art of Beautiful
Living
Beautiful Broken Rules
Why pay that hefty fee to see the Statue of Liberty up
close when you can do it for free? Why shell out good
money for a happy-hour hamburger when zero is your
preferred price? Of course, some things in New York
are worth paying for ? like the city's tastiest street
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food, or the smoothies from that little-known bicyclepowered smoothie machine in Brooklyn. These are
just a few of the treats this book reveals for the
?young, broke, and beautiful” crowd. Based on the
underground hit and "Best Local Zine" (San Francisco
Bay Guardian), Broke-Ass Stuart's Guide to Living
Cheaply in New York gives the low-down on the best
of the Big Apple's cheap eats, drinks, buys, and more
in the witty, gritty, anecdotal style that made the zine
on which the series is based an underground smash.

Beauty in the Broken
From America's most trusted financial advisor comes
a comprehensive guide to a new and utterly sane
financial choice. In Die Broke, you'll learn that life is a
game where the loser gives his money to Uncle Sam
at the end. There are four steps to the process: Quit
Today No, don't tell your boss to shove itat least not
out loud. But in your head accept that from this day
on you're a free agent whose number one workplace
priority is your personal bottom line. Pay Cash You
should be as conscious of spending as you are of
saving. Credit should be a rarely used tool for those
few times (buying homes and cars) when paying cash
is impossible. Don't Retire Your work life should be a
journey up and down hills, rather than a climb up a
sheer cliff that ends with a jump into the abyss. Die
Broke It sounds terrifying, the one intolerable
outcome to your financial life. And yet, in truth, dying
broke might be your best option for a life without fear:
fear of failure and privation now, fear of
impoverishment in the long run.
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The London Review and Weekly Journal
of Politics, Literature, Art, & Society
I was brave She was reckless We were trouble Best
friends Caddy and Rosie are inseparable. Their
differences have brought them closer, but as she
turns sixteen Caddy begins to wish she could be a bit
more like Rosie – confident, funny and interesting.
Then Suzanne comes into their lives: beautiful,
damaged, exciting and mysterious, and things get a
whole lot more complicated. As Suzanne's past is
revealed and her present begins to unravel, Caddy
begins to see how much fun a little trouble can be.
But the course of both friendship and recovery is
rougher than either girl realizes, and Caddy is about
to learn that downward spirals have a momentum of
their own. Beautiful Broken Things is a moving story
of friendship from debut author Sara Barnard,
shortlisted for the YA Book Prize and selected as part
of Zoella's Book Club.

Breaking Night
In The Broken Way---the much anticipated sequel to
One Thousand Gifts---bestselling author Ann Voskamp
presents the gospel in a fresh way for desperate
Christians in need of a renewed revelation of the
grace of God. No matter how broken or sin-sick you
are.

Broke Is Beautiful
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This inspiring guide
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to healing and growth illuminates the richness and
potential of every life, even in the face of loss and
adversity—now updated with additional toolbox
materials and a new preface by the author In the
more than twenty-five years since she co-founded
Omega Institute—now the world’s largest center for
spiritual retreat and personal growth—Elizabeth
Lesser has been an intimate witness to the ways in
which people weather change and transition. In a
beautifully crafted blend of moving stories, humorous
insights, practical guidance, and personal memoir,
she offers tools to help us make the choice we all face
in times of challenge: Will we be broken down and
defeated, or broken open and transformed? Lesser
shares tales of ordinary people who have risen from
the ashes of illness, divorce, loss of a job or a loved
one—stronger, wiser, and more in touch with their
purpose and passion. And she draws on the world’s
great spiritual and psychological traditions to support
us as we too learn to break open and blossom into
who we were meant to be.

Beautiful Broken Things
The most valuable lesson Emerson Moore ever
learned was from her parents: never get too attached
to someone else. That's why this hard-partying
college student plays by her own code of bedroom
conduct, refusing to stay with the same guy for too
long. She gets all the pleasure of having a good time
without the messiness of a relationship. So what if frat
house–hopping has earned her a certain reputation
around campus? At least no one gets hurt this
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way—especially her. When ridiculously gorgeous
Jaxon Riley moves in next door, Emerson's not sure
how long her vow against emotional intimacy can last.
Jaxon's tattoo, muscles, and sexy voice make him
tempting, but he also seems to really understand
her…until his jealous ex-girlfriend and Emerson's lifechanging discovery about her parents get thrown into
the mix. After everything she's been through, can
Emerson handle a real relationship? Or will breaking
her rules just lead to a broken heart?

Broke-Ass Stuart's Guide to Living
Cheaply in New York
"A series of connected personal stories drawn from
the author's life and work as an ER doctor that
explores how we are all broken--physically,
emotionally, and psychically--and what we can do to
heal ourselves as we try to heal others"--

The Living Age
Why pay that hefty fee to see the Statue of Liberty up
close when you can do it for free? Why shell out good
money for a happy-hour hamburger when zero is your
preferred price? Of course, some things in New York
are worth paying for ? like the city's tastiest street
food, or the smoothies from that little-known bicyclepowered smoothie machine in Brooklyn. These are
just a few of the treats this book reveals for the
?young, broke, and beautiful” crowd. Based on the
underground hit and "Best Local Zine" (San Francisco
Bay Guardian), Broke-Ass Stuart's Guide to Living
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Cheaply in New York gives the low-down on the best
of the Big Apple's cheap eats, drinks, buys, and more
in the witty, gritty, anecdotal style that made the zine
on which the series is based an underground smash.

The Broke and Beautiful Life
When Honey Perribow traded in her cowboy boots for
stilettos and left her small Kentucky town to attend
Columbia University, she never expected to find a dirtcheap apartment or two new best friends. No stranger
to hard work, Honey is completely focused on her
medical degree … until she sees newly minted
professor Ben Dawson, and her concentration is
hijacked. Honey is fascinated by her gorgeous young
English professor and vows to find a crack in his
tweed-wearing, glasses-clad exterior. At an offcampus party, an accident lands Ben in a dark, locked
closet with a sexy-sounding Southern belle … and
their chemistry is explosive. But when he discovers
that the girl in his arms is the same beautiful student
he can't stop thinking about, he is stunned. Studentteacher relationships are strictly forbidden … yet no
matter how hard he tries, Ben can't stay away from
Honey. And when his attempt to fight their attraction
nearly ruins the best thing that ever happened to him,
Ben will do anything to prove how much he needs her.

The Broke and Beautiful Life
The first book in the Beautifully Broken series. Twentyfour-year-old Pax Tate is not always a nice guy. He's a
tattooed, rock-hard bad boy with a bad attitude to
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match. But he's got his reasons. His mother died
when Pax was seven, leaving a hole in his heart filled
with guilt. As Pax grew up, he tried to be the perfect
golden boy but his dad couldn't overcome his grief
long enough to notice. Pax couldn't keep up the
impossible perfect façade, so he slipped far, far from
it. Now, he uses drugs and women to cope with the
ugly, black void in his heart. Until he meets sweet,
beautiful Mila Hill. Mila is a carefree smile to his
hardened frown, the beauty to his beast. When
memories of his mother's death resurface, Mila is
there to help him mend his broken heart . . . but only
if he can stop being a jerk long enough to allow it. Pax
says he's working on it. But is that enough to make
her stay?

Finding Beauty in a Broken World
A gripping murder mystery and satisfying romance
drive this powerful debut, now in paperback.

Die Broke Complete Book of Money
A woman trying to rebuild her life. Kennedy is doing
all she can to escape, to prove that she's not the
monster her father was. A simple life of peace and
service is all she needs. A man haunted by a past he
can't forget. Cain has buried his demons under layers
of control and success. The only thing he needs is his
company and his solitude. Certainly not a woman with
captivating green eyes filled with ghosts so similar to
his own. He's a reminder of the life she's left behind.
And she's a threat to his tightly guarded control. As
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sparks fly between them, they discover that what
they might need most is each other. But with pasts
like theirsyou never know when darkness might
descend.

My Crazy Beautiful Life
The Broken Way
Unity
Breaking Beautiful
After moving to New York City to become a Broadway
actress, Stefanie O'Connell faced one of two
inevitabilities when faced with unemployment--spiral
into debt or learn how to effectively manage her
money. Punctuated with humor, insight, and essential
money management lessons, The Broke and Beautiful
Life offers practical strategies to make smarter
financial decisions today as a means to fulfill the
goals and dreams of tomorrow. Specializing in
personal finance (with an emphasis on personal),
Stefanie engages those who shy away from the word
"investing," scoff at the word "budget," and equate
interest rates with "snooze fest." She encourages
readers to redefine their relationship with money and
approach budgeting as an exciting and sexy tool to
transform from broke to beautiful while enjoying
every step along the way.
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Brokeback Mountain
The economic downturn has forced nearly everyone
into a life of limited means, but author Laura Lee was
broke before it was cool. She won't tell anyone to clip
coupons or forego their morning latte-in fact, she
won't give any guidance on how to be saved from a
dark financial destiny. Instead she provides readers
with a psychological how-to full of fun tidbits. Broke is
Beautiful is an insightful compendium of history,
inspiration, facts, and humor that all celebrate the
lack of money as a gateway to more serenity, selfawareness, and yes, even security. In the tradition of
Alain de Botton's How Proust Can Change Your Life
and Eric Wilson's Against Happiness: In Praise of
Melancholy, here is an unconventional take on a
subject that is relevant to us all. It is quirky comfort
for the (literally) poor soul: offering historical and
geographic perspective, ponderings on consumerism
and credit scores, and even recipes for ramen
noodles.

Beautifully Broken Spirit
Why do American husbands come home from work
too exhausted to interact with their families? When
did a healthy quest for prosperity become a twisted
game no one can win? How did BlackBerries and
internet porn become more interesting to men than
their flesh-and-blood spouses? Shmuley Boteach has
made a great study of how families live today—both
in his work as a rabbi privately and as host of TLC's
"Shalom in the Home". He's discovered a disturbing
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common thread in the families he meets: men
responding to the pressure of competition in their
work lives by turning away from their loved ones. In a
world that judges men by the size of their paychecks
and the wattage of their fame, it's all too easy to lose
sight of what is truly valuable in life. Men who
consider themselves failures and don't love
themselves turn into stressed-out dads, distracted
husbands and miserable human beings. For these
men, alcohol, the internet and sporting events serve
as numbing stand-ins for read life. In THE BROKEN
AMERICAN MALE, Boteach doesn't just outline the
problems facing marriages and nuclear families. He
also offers practical, inspiring solutions, showing how
wives can reach out to their husbands, helping them
become heroes again to their own families.

Broke N Beautiful
An instant New York Times bestseller, Dan Lyons'
"hysterical" (Recode) memoir, hailed by the Los
Angeles Times as "the best book about Silicon Valley,"
takes readers inside the maddening world of fadchasing venture capitalists, sales bros, social
climbers, and sociopaths at today's tech startups. For
twenty-five years Dan Lyons was a magazine writer at
the top of his profession--until one Friday morning
when he received a phone call: Poof. His job no longer
existed. "I think they just want to hire younger
people," his boss at Newsweek told him. Fifty years
old and with a wife and two young kids, Dan was, in a
word, screwed. Then an idea hit. Dan had long
reported on Silicon Valley and the tech explosion.
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Why not join it? HubSpot, a Boston start-up, was flush
with $100 million in venture capital. They offered Dan
a pile of stock options for the vague role of
"marketing fellow." What could go wrong?
HubSpotters were true believers: They were making
the world a better place by selling email spam. The
office vibe was frat house meets cult compound: The
party began at four thirty on Friday and lasted well
into the night; "shower pods" became hook-up dens; a
push-up club met at noon in the lobby, while nearby,
in the "content factory," Nerf gun fights raged. Groups
went on "walking meetings," and Dan's absentee boss
sent cryptic emails about employees who had
"graduated" (read: been fired). In the middle of all
this was Dan, exactly twice the age of the average
HubSpot employee, and literally old enough to be the
father of most of his co-workers, sitting at his desk on
his bouncy-ball "chair."

Broke of Covenden
From America's most trusted financial advisor comes
a comprehensive guide to a new and utterly sane
financial choice. In Die Broke, you'll learn that life is a
game where the loser gives his money to Uncle Sam
at the end. There are four steps to the process: Quit
Today No, don't tell your boss to shove itat least not
out loud. But in your head accept that from this day
on you're a free agent whose number one workplace
priority is your personal bottom line. Pay Cash You
should be as conscious of spending as you are of
saving. Credit should be a rarely used tool for those
few times (buying homes and cars) when paying cash
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is impossible. Don't Retire Your work life should be a
journey up and down hills, rather than a climb up a
sheer cliff that ends with a jump into the abyss. Die
Broke It sounds terrifying, the one intolerable
outcome to your financial life. And yet, in truth, dying
broke might be your best option for a life without fear:
fear of failure and privation now, fear of
impoverishment in the long run.

Broke-Ass Stuart's Guide to Living
Cheaply in New York
The Broken American Male
This gritty guide shows both locals of and visitors to
San Francisco what to do and where to stay, eat, and
drink without breaking the bank. Cult fave Broke-Ass
Stuart uncovers the city's secrets for the young, the
beautiful, and the broke. They range from free
Saturday BBQs every summer; to happy hours that up
the ante to two-for-one; and even to the elusive
Tamale Lady, who usually finds her customers rather
than vice versa. Stuart thoughtfully includes photos
and maps.

Die Broke
Addresses personal finance issues that are of
relevance to today's world of high debt and
disproportionate lifestyles, addressing such topics as
credit cards, student loans, credit scores, insurance,
and mortgages.
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The Beauty in Breaking
From #1 New York Times–bestselling author Kami
Garcia comes a red-hot romance that will break your
heart and put it back together again. Her heart has to
break before it can open. When star soccer player
Peyton Rios receives an offer from her first-choice
college, senior year starts off exactly as planned. But
when Peyton uncovers her boyfriend’s dark secret,
she confronts him—and finds herself falling down a
flight of stairs. Peyton’s knee—and maybe her dream
of going pro—is shattered. Everyone is talking: Was
she pushed, or did she fall? Peyton knows the truth,
even if no one believes her. He has to let someone in
before it’s too late. With her future on the line, Peyton
goes to stay with her uncle in a small Tennessee town
to focus on her recovery. Dating is the last thing on
her mind—until she meets sweet, sexy Owen Law. But
Peyton doesn’t trust her heart, especially when she
senses that Owen is hiding something. When their
secrets are finally exposed, Peyton has to decide if
love is worth fighting for. An Imprint Book "Garcia has
become synonymous with a certain breed of dramafilled, compulsively readable romance." —Bustle
“Something wonderful happened to me as I read
this—I fell in love. Genuine, shattering, deep, heartpounding love." —Jennifer Niven, New York Times
bestselling author of All the Bright Places and Holding
Up the Universe “A slow burn that squeezes your
heart so tightly you can’t breathe . . . until it
explodes, and you’re left with a beautiful story that
will draw you back again and again.”—Abbi Glines, #1
New York Times bestselling author of the Field Party
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series and the Rosemary Beach novels “Kami Garcia
knows the anatomy of the teenage heart—what
makes it race, what makes it break, and what makes
it mend. Sexy, gritty, and romantic—Broken Beautiful
Hearts is a must-read for anyone whose heart has
been broken and dared to love again.”—Danielle
Paige, New York Times bestselling author of the
Dorothy Must Die and Stealing Snow series “Broken
Beautiful Hearts is deliciously sexy, dangerous, and
heartfelt. You’ll root for Peyton to open her heart,
despite the risk, and try to get all the things she
wants. Kami Garcia has weaved a story that lingers in
your heart long after it’s done.” —Dhonielle Clayton,
coauthor of the Tiny Pretty Things series and author
of The Belles “Kami Garcia never fails to impress with
her amazing characters and captivating romance!"
—Cora Carmack, New York Times bestselling author of
Losing It "Kami Garcia knocks it out of the park with
this compelling, emotionally gripping storyone of my
favorite reads of the year!" —Elle Kennedy, New York
Times Bestselling Author of the Off Campus series
"With an absorbing storyline that feels both raw and
real, and a compelling heroine with a backbone, Kami
Garcia's Broken Beautiful Hearts kept me riveted to
the very end.” —K.A. Tucker, USA Today-bestselling
author of the Ten Tiny Breaths Series and Until It
Fades "Peyton’s journey from trauma to recovery is a
satisfying oneand readers will be rooting for her."
—VOYA "Peyton is a strong, well-rounded
character[the] theme of overcoming past injury and
rebuilding your life is strong and worth reading."
—Booklist
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In the Middle of the Mess
In less than three years, I’ve gone from being the
worst waitress in LA to living out my childhood
dreams of singing my songs to people all over the
world. Sometimes, it feels as if the last few years
have encompassed a few decades. . . . You might
have heard my voice on the radio, seen me onstage
and on the red carpet, or in a music video, but that’s
only a part of the story. In these pages, I’m revealing
a more complete picture of what my life is really like.
It’s not all glamorous and it’s not all pretty, but it’s all
real. . . . I want you to come on a whirlwind journey
with an all-access pass to My Crazy Beautiful Life.

The House of Broken Angels
In the vein of The Glass Castle, Breaking Night is the
stunning memoir of a young woman who at age
fifteen was living on the streets, and who eventually
made it into Harvard. Liz Murray was born to loving
but drug-addicted parents in the Bronx. In school she
was taunted for her dirty clothing and lice-infested
hair, eventually skipping so many classes that she
was put into a girls' home. At age fifteen, Liz found
herself on the streets. She learned to scrape by,
foraging for food and riding subways all night to have
a warm place to sleep. When Liz's mother died of
AIDS, she decided to take control of her own destiny
and go back to high school, often completing her
assignments in the hallways and subway stations
where she slept. Liz squeezed four years of high
school into two, while homeless; won a New York
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Times scholarship; and made it into the Ivy League.
Breaking Night is an unforgettable and beautifully
written story of one young woman's indomitable spirit
to survive and prevail, against all odds.

If You Stay
The naturalist author of Refuge and An Unspoken
Hunger reflects on what it means to be human, the
interconnection between the natural and human
worlds, and how they combine to produce both tumult
and peace, ugliness and beauty.

Broke-Ass Stuart's Guide to Living
Cheaply in San Francisco
Americans are addicted to happiness. When we're not
popping pills, we leaf through scientific studies that
take for granted our quest for happiness, or read selfhelp books by everyone from armchair philosophers
and clinical psychologists to the Dalai Lama on how to
achieve a trouble-free life: Stumbling on Happiness;
Authentic Happiness: Using the New Positive
Psychology to Realize Your Potential for Lasting
Fulfillment; The Art of Happiness: A Handbook for
Living. The titles themselves draw a stark portrait of
the war on melancholy. More than any other
generation, Americans of today believe in the
transformative power of positive thinking. But who
says we're supposed to be happy? Where does it say
that in the Bible, or in the Constitution? In Against
Happiness, the scholar Eric G. Wilson argues that
melancholia is necessary to any thriving culture, that
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it is the muse of great literature, painting, music, and
innovation—and that it is the force underlying original
insights. Francisco Goya, Emily Dickinson, Marcel
Proust, and Abraham Lincoln were all confirmed
melancholics. So enough Prozac-ing of our brains.
Let's embrace our depressive sides as the wellspring
of creativity. What most people take for contentment,
Wilson argues, is living death, and what the majority
takes for depression is a vital force. In Against
Happiness: In Praise of Melancholy, Wilson suggests it
would be better to relish the blues that make humans
people.

Need Me
A FORCED MARRIAGE DARK ROMANCE Six years ago,
Harold Dalton framed me for theft and sent me to jail
to steal my diamond discovery. He gave his daughter
to Jack Clarke in exchange for the excavation rights.
Today, I'm walking free, and I'm coming for him with a
vengeance. Six years of cruelty make beasts out of
men. I'm going to take back what he stole from me,
and more. I'm not interested in his properties or
shares. I don't want his small change. I want his
biggest asset. Beautiful, mentally unstable, Angelina
Dalton-Clarke. Worth billions, she's the wealthiest
widow in the country, and also the craziest. Her selfharming tendencies had Jack declare her incompetent
before he put a gun to his head and blew out his
brains. Lina isn't allowed to touch a cent of her riches.
Her father manages her finances. He has all the
signing power. As her husband, that chore will fall to
me. But if she thinks I only want her for her money,
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she's sadly mistaken. * This is a standalone novel.
There is no cliffhanger. Other novels in the Diamond
Magnate collection: Standalone Novel Beauty in the
Broken Diamonds are Forever Trilogy Diamonds in the
Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2)
Diamonds are Forever (Book 3)

Lucky Broken Girl
How do you turn your struggles into strengths?
Beloved Bible teacher Sheila Walsh teaches readers
how the daily spiritual practices of confession,
meditation on God’s Word, and prayer result in fresh
freedom in Christ. In her long-awaited new book,
Sheila Walsh equips women with a practical method
for connecting with God’s strength in the midst of
struggle. From daily frustrations that can feel like
overwhelming obstacles to hard challenges that turn
into rock-bottom crises, women will find the means to
equip themselves for standing strong with God. Using
the spiritual applications of confession, prayer, and
meditation on Scripture to form a daily connection to
Jesus, women will learn how to experience new joy as
a child of God who is fully known, fully loved, and fully
accepted. In In the Middle of the Mess, Walsh reveals
the hardened defenses that kept her from allowing
God into her deepest hurts and shares how entering
into a safe place with God and practicing this daily
connection with him have saved her from the devil’s
prowling attacks. Though we will never be completely
“fixed” on earth, we are continually held by Jesus,
whatever our circumstances.
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The Story of a Beautiful Life Illustrated
Loving is not an easy process but being broken is the
hardest. Sticking pieces of heart together and smiling
makes a soul broken but beautiful. Broke N Beautiful
will take you through the lanes of hearts of various
souls who have captured the beauty of their broken
heart into words that touches a reader in-depth,
letting them feel the pain that a writer went through
and still making them smile wide. What's the wait for
then? Hope you've read the overview, now turn the
pages and start reading some lovely pieces of our coauthors.

The Money Book for the Young, Fabulous
& Broke
‘We were somewhere around Barstow on the edge of
the desert when the drugs began to take hold. I
remember saying something like, “I feel a bit
lightheaded; maybe you should drive ”’

Beautifully Broken Control
She's on the run Tessa has finally found a safe haven
in Sutter Lake, hiding in plain sight--just as long as no
one asks too many questions. He can't escape Liam
knows better than anyone how one wrong word, a
single whisper can ruin a life. After seeing the darker
side of fame, he's desperate to retreat and find his
voice again. Two people from opposite worlds,
brought together by a connection neither expected.
But the forces they're both running from still lurk in
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the shadows And you never know when they might
strike.

Disrupted
She's always been his safe place to land. Jensen has
shared a special bond with Tuck for as long as she
can remember, their friendship a language that never
needed words. But as life threw her one curveball
after another, that secret language turned to stony
silence. He's always been her protector. Tuck has
looked out for Jensen since the day she was born. As
his best friend's little sister, he's tried to keep her
firmly in the friend category. But she's always been
more. All it takes is one moment of weakness to send
Tuck's fiercely guarded walls crumbling to the ground.
As a new fire burns between them, someone watches.
Someone who doesn't like the new life Jensen's
building for herself. And they'll stop at nothing to
keep her in the dark.

Beautifully Broken Life
'Epic . . . Rambunctious . . . Highly entertaining' New
York Times 'All we do, mija, is love. Love is the
answer. Nothing stops it. Not borders. Not death.' In
his final days, beloved and ailing patriarch Miguel
Angel de La Cruz, affectionately called Big Angel, has
summoned his entire clan for one last legendary
birthday party. But as the party approaches, his
mother, nearly one hundred, dies, transforming the
weekend into a farewell doubleheader. Among the
guests is Big Angel's half brother, known as Little
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Angel, who must reckon with the truth that although
he shares a father with his siblings, he has not, as a
half gringo, shared a life. Across two bittersweet days
in their San Diego neighbourhood, the revellers
mingle among the palm trees and cacti, celebrating
the lives of Big Angel and his mother, and recounting
the many inspiring tales that have passed into family
lore, the acts both ordinary and heroic that brought
these citizens to a fraught and sublime country and
allowed them to flourish in the land they have come
to call home. Teeming with brilliance and humor,
authentic at every turn, The House of Broken Angels
is Luis Alberto Urrea at his best, and cements his
reputation as a storyteller of the first rank.

Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas (Harper
Perennial Modern Classics)
The friendship between Ennis del Mar and Jack Twist,
two cowboys, evolves into an intimate relationship
while they are working together as a herder and camp
tender, sharing a bond that spans many years and
frequent separations.

Broken Open
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